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Over the last decade, the influence of religion on recovery 
from severe mental illness has emerged as an important 

idea amongst clinical psychologists. Health professionals have 
found that spirituality quickens recovery by playing a role in 
stress reduction (e.g. through prayer), improves a patient’s 
sense of well-being, and lends guidance or structure to afflicted 
individuals.1

A study conducted by Webb et al.3 investigated how positive 
religious support could aid recovery in 81 adults with several 
mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, depression, or bipolar 
disorder. Recovery was assessed using a Recovery Assessment 
Scale which comprised of 41 questions related to the partici-
pant’s personal confidence, willingness to ask for help, reliance 
on others and motivation to succeed. The study found that reli-
gious support resulted in a statistically significant improvement 
in the subjects’ mental states.

The results of this study have important implications for health 
professionals as it encourages them to become more cognizant 
of spiritual issues and possibly make use of the patient’s existing 
religious community in treatments.4 For example, in the Unit-
ed States, several religious professionals and ministries with 
training in mental health have been able to promote recovery.5 
In conclusion, spirituality and religion can be positively uti-
lized in future therapies to help individuals recover from severe 
mental illness.
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The rule of rescue is “the injunction to rescue identifiable 
individuals in immediate peril regardless of cost”.2 The hu-

man proclivity to abide by this principle is demonstrated in ac-
counts of sailors risking their lives to find a shipmate lost at sea. 
Recently, the moral implications of abiding by this principle 
have come into question in deciding whether or not to perform 
a decompressive craniectomy (DC) on patients with a severe 
brain injury.

The procedure, which entails removing a large section of the 
cranium to relieve swelling-induced pressure, is extremely ex-
pensive and often results in severe life-long disabilities for the 
patient. A newly derived model for indexing brain injury se-
verity was tested to determine to what extent it could predict 
the outcome of patients receiving a DC. The study compared 
groups with above and below an 80% prediction of an unfa-
vourable outcome. In the >80% group, only 12.5% of the pa-
tients had a favourable outcome (p<0.05). Conversely, in the 
<80% group, 83% of the patients returned home, with only 6% 
requiring nursing home care (p<0.05).2

Difficulty arises when deciding to perform a DC since the risk 
involved with this procedure is high. Additionally, large oppor-
tunity costs are associated with this decision-making process 
since consequences of the decision may not be appropriate for 
the patient. Physicians are put in a difficult situation since they 
must draw the line between morals and health benefits.
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The brain stores memories by forming connections between 
individual nerve cells. During learning, these connections, 

known as “synapses”, change in number and strength as a result 
of alterations to their protein compositions. Long-term memo-
ry formation involves maintaining these changes over long pe-
riods of time. However, how this maintenance is achieved has 
remained a mystery to neuroscientists.

Recently, researchers at the Stowers Institute for Medical Re-
search discovered a synaptic protein, Orb2, in the Drosophila 
fruit fly that appears to be essential for the formation of long-
term memory. Orb2 is a self-complementary protein, able to 
stack with copies of itself to form oligomers located within neu-
rons. After determining that stimulation of neuronal synapses 
increases Orb2 oligmerization, the researchers tested whether 
oligomeric Orb2 is essential for memory formation. Introduc-
tion of a point mutation to reduce Orb2 oligmerization pre-
vented the fruit flies from stabilizing long-term memory beyond 
24 hours, a phenomenon not experienced by wild-type Drosoph-
ila. This suggests that oligomeric Orb2 plays an important role 
in the persistence of memory. 

The discovery that oligomers are involved in memory formation 
has numerous implications. In addition to providing insight 
into the complex workings of the brain, this finding also sheds 
light on many memory-related diseases, such as Alzheimer’s, 
caused by the accumulation of toxic oligomers. Further research 
in this area can give us a better understanding of when and how 
oligomers are detrimental to our health. 
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A fter numerous debunked diet fads and weight-loss plans 
that promised everything but failed to deliver, the West-

ern world has come to realize the difficulties of not only losing 
weight, but also keeping it off. 

A recent study by Dr. Joseph Proietto and colleagues at the 
University of Melbourne suggests that long-term biological 
changes in persons who are obese play a considerable role in 
hindering weight loss. Fifty men and post-menopausal women 
with body-mass indices between 27 and 40 were recruited to 
the study. For ten weeks, the participants were restricted to 
low-starch vegetable drinks, which provided 500-550 calories 
per day. Participants then entered the weight-maintenance 
phase, in which they returned to the consumption of ordinary 
foods, in amounts and ratios that were suggested to them by 
dietary experts. Follow-up occurred every two months for a 
span of one year. 

It was found that weight-loss resulted in significant alterations 
in levels of appetite-mediating molecules, such as leptin, in-
sulin, and gastric and pancreatic polypeptides. These changes 
were a homeostatic response in order to promote the regain 
of weight, and were consistent with the increase in appetite 
that was reported by participants. The researchers found that 
compensatory alterations to weight loss persisted even a year af-
ter the ten-week diet, promoting the eventual regain of weight. 
This persistent biological transformation highlights the impor-
tance of finding diets that can be maintained permanently. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH & THE 
DRUG RESISTANT TB

THE DEBATE OF COGNITIVE 
NEUROENHANCEMENT

Recent reports of the emergence of an incurable form of tu-
berculosis at the Hinduja Hospital in Mumbai, India have 

raised concerns regarding increasing drug resistance to the dis-
ease. Researchers in Mumbai have identified 12 patients with 
so-called totally-drug resistant tuberculosis (TDR-TB) that ap-
pears to be resistant to all known treatments.1 Zarir Udwadia, 
a physician at the Hinduja Hospital who has been treating the 
patients, attributes the issue of drug resistance to poor manage-
ment of the disease and a failure of public health in India.1 In 
particular, government-run health facilities in India are viewed 
negatively by the public due to chronic underfunding and un-
derstaffing, effectively forcing desperate TB patients to seek care 
from private physicians who tend to be unregulated in both pre-
scribing practice and qualifications.2 In fact, a study conduct-
ed in Mumbai showed that the vast majority of prescriptions 
written by private physicians practicing in Dharavi for hypo-
thetical TB patients were inappropriate and would have further 
amplified drug resistance.3 This problem is exacerbated by poor 
infection control in health settings and the lack of laboratory 
infrastructure to identify and confirm TB diagnoses, creating a 
breeding ground for infection and drug resistance.1 So far, only 
about 1% of those who have developed multi-drug resistant 
TB have had access to the Directly Observed Therapy, a Short 
Course program that treats normal TB. However, the Indian 
government has failed to provide treatment for the rest of the 
population living with TB, due to its high cost – US$4000 per 
patient for TB alone, compared to the $45 the government ac-
tually spends per capita on health care in general.1,2
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Cognitive neuroenhancement (NE), the process of improv-
ing one’s intellectual abilities, has been debated by the sci-

entific community since the development of psychostimulatory 
drugs. At face value, the principle behind NE seems simple yet 
lucrative: the development of a pill to better one’s brainpower 
and thus one’s operative performance at school or work. How-
ever, unpacking the physiological, moral, and social implica-
tions of NE reveals how the notion is still in its infancy in the 
domain of non-therapeutic interventions.1

One of the largest challenges lies in the fact that many psycho-
stimulants, acting through dopaminergic pathways, have both 
positive and negative effects. While dopamine is able to mediate 
learning and one’s intelligence quotient (IQ), overstimulation of 
the dopamine pathway causes addiction, a key side effect of most 
psychostimulants on the market today. This duality complicates 
research in NE and calls into question the potential benefit of 
psychostimulants. However, if one day the cognition-enhancing 
effects outweigh the counter-regulation of psychostimulants, is 
their marketing as neuroenhancers ethically justifiable? Social 
pressures to conform to the use of neuroenhancers for one’s in-
tellectual performance parallel the manner in which athletes are 
often intimidated–by their opponents’ physical abilities–into 
using steroids. Although the average person faces many social 
pressures today, the key distinction between the purchase of a 
popular gadget and ingesting a NE drug is that the latter inter-
venes directly at the neurobiological level.2 One’s sense of self 
and self-efficacy will be affected at the neuronal level in addition 
to the social burdens experienced when using a psychostimulant.

Although present for a number of years, the debate on the value 
of NE seems to have just begun. Further empirical research will 
determine what, if any, psychostimulants should be tested for 
cognition-enhancing effects in healthy individuals. 
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